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We present two new, and perhaps the simplest yet, mechanical chaos demonstrations. They
are both designed based on a recipe of competing nonlinear oscillations. One of these devices
is simple enough that using the provided description, it can be built using a bicycle wheel,
a piece of wood routed with an elliptical track, and a ball bearing. We provide a thorough
Lagrangian mechanics based derivation of equations of motion, and a proof of chaos based on
showing the existence of an embedded Smale horseshoe using Melnikov’s method. We conclude
with discussion of a future application.
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1. Introduction

Chaos theory has become a fundamental field in
science and mathematics, which finds applications
which run the gamut from physics, to chemistry,
to biology, to medicine and to finance, just to get
started. Yet, the number of simple and cheap-
to-build mechanical demonstrations of the phe-
nomenon of complex nonlinear oscillations is rather
short. Many of us have a chaotic double pendu-
lum [Shinbrot et al., 1992; Rott, 1970] or perhaps
the more messy Lorenz chaos waterwheel [Lorenz,
1993; Strogatz, 1994], but then the list of easy
to build chaotic demonstrations [Moon, 1992] be-
gins to run dry. It is our intention in this article
to introduce a new variety of mechanical chaotic
“toys”, based on a principle of suspended but peri-
odically forced systems. We will derive and analyze
their dynamics, proving the existence of chaos by
showing the existence of an embedded horseshoe,
and also demonstrating important phenomenon

including KAM-like invariant circles on a strobo-
scopic surface of section. Furthermore, we can ar-
guably claim that our models are amongst the sim-
plest mechanical chaotic toys possible in terms of
their ease and cost to build. Nonetheless, we will
discuss applications that such mechanical systems
could serve with real engineering benefits.
We call the first model, “Elliptical Tube Toy”,

(ETT). We will build in steps the equations of mo-
tion for a ball-bearing rolling through a tube which
has been bent into the shape of an ellipse, and the
ellipse rotates about an axis through its center. See
Fig. 1 and photograph Fig. 12. The unforced (not
rotating) ellipse allows the ball-bearing to oscillate
harmonically, but the rotation, in a rotating coor-
dinate frame, appears as a periodically changing
gravity field.
We call the second model, “Bouncing Tube

Toy”, (BTT). We will build, again in steps, the
equations of motion for a ball-bearing rolling in
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing defining variables for a bead on
a rotating ellipse.

a circular track, under the influence of an up and
down periodic drive, which can be considered as a
gravity of nonuniform magnitude. See Fig. 12.
A good rough rule which we had in mind when

designing these chaotic systems is that an oscil-
lator with its own intrinsic periods, which is ex-
ternally forced by a competing force with compa-
rable frequency, tends to not have the chance to
fully recover, thus continually and wildly altering
the motion. Both of the following models can be
understood in this light. Furthermore, the peri-
odic nature of the drive makes these systems espe-
cially amenable to a Melnikov analysis to prove the
existence of an embedded horseshoe and therefore
chaos, at least in the conservative models.
The ability to generate chaos in such a simple

way has a practical engineering importance which
we discuss in the conclusion as a topic for future
research. In short, the area of chaos control has
demonstrated that chaotic instability can be bene-
ficial in that it allows the possibility that we might
select and switch amongst the many di!erent peri-
odic motions embedded in an ergodic set [Ott et al.,
1990; Chen & Dong, 1998]. In the conclusion, we
will mention that our mechanical chaotic devices
have possible application to controlling chaotic os-
cillations of ship-to-ship transfers of cargo by ship-
board cranes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we

introduce Model 1, the basic Elliptical Tube Toy
Model (ETT), without rolling resistance, deriving
the Hamiltonian equations of motion. In Sec. 3, we

briefly review the Melnikov analysis and the result-
ing interpretations, and then we prove the existence
of an embedded horseshoe in ETT. In Sec. 4, we
present numerical results from ETT, showing the
Poincaré maps for various parameter values, which
demonstrate characteristic KAM-like invariant cir-
cles. We also show homoclinic tangles of stable and
unstable manifolds promised by the Melnikov anal-
ysis, and that these are apparently still present be-
yond the parameter range allowed by the Melnikov
analysis. In Sec. 5.1, we rederive the equations of
motion for ETT, but this time in the presence of
friction, in which case we discuss the fact the most
invariant circles are destroyed, as are elliptic pe-
riodic cycles. In Sec. 5.2, we show that a fuller
model of the physical ETT is easily derived, in-
cluding rolling resistance and friction. In Sec. 6,
we mention our cheaply and easily built physical
model, based on a bicycle wheel, and we include
a photograph. In Sec. 7, we introduce our sec-
ond basic model, called Bouncing Tube Toy (BTT),
and there we derive the Hamiltonian equations of
motion and perform Melnikov analysis which again
shows an embedded horseshoe. Also with BTT, we
see the expected route to complexity of an area pre-
serving map, in which successive invariant circles
are destroyed as a control parameter is increased,
progressively leading to a larger and connected
chaotic set. Section 8 is the conclusion, in which
we discuss the implications of our analysis, and we
discuss possible engineering applications of Naval
importance.

2. Model 1a: Elliptical Tube
Toy (ETT) Without Rolling
Resistance or Moment of Inertia

We now derive the most basic model for Ellipti-
cal Tube Toy (ETT). Without rolling resistance or
moment of inertia, we essentially have a bead con-
strained to move on an elliptical wire without fric-
tion, and we will turn the ellipse uniformly. See
Fig. 1. This bead-on-a-wire model is simple and
a good model of a small moment of inertia ball-
bearing. The full model with moment of inertia
can be found in Sec. 5.2. See also our physical ex-
periment shown in Fig. 12.
We follow the Lagrangian formulation to equa-

tions of motion.
Choosing a rotating coordinate frame to rep-

resent basis vectors, êx, and êy at angle ", we
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write,

êx =
!
cos(") " sin(")
sin(") cos(")

"
·
!
1
0

"
,

and êy =
!
cos(") " sin(")
sin(") cos(")

"
·
!
0
1

"
.

(1)

Now the bead on the wire is at time dependent
position r(t),

r = cos(!)êx + b sin(!)êy , (2)

where !(t) is a function of time, and we take the
major axis of the ellipse to be a = 1, and the minor
axis to be b # 1. Hence velocity is the derivative,

v =
#
" sin(!)!̇êx + cos(!)

dêx
dt

$

+
#
b cos(!)!̇êy + b sin(!)

dêy
dt

$

$ (" sin(!)!̇êx + cos(!)"̇êy)

+ (b cos(!)!̇êy " b sin(!)"̇êx) , (3)

since d[êx(")]/dt = "̇êy, and likewise d[êy(")]/
dt = ""̇êx.
From kinetic energy,

T =
1

2
mv · v = 1

2
m[sin2 !(b"̇+ !̇)2

+ cos2 !(b!̇ + "̇)2] , (4)

and potential energy,

U = mgh = mg[sin " cos ! + b cos " sin !] , (5)

follows the Lagrangian,

L(!, !̇, t)

= T " U

=
1

2
m[sin2 !(b"̇+ !̇)2 + cos2 !(b!̇ + "̇)2]

"mg[sin " cos ! + b cos " sin !] . (6)

Now henceforth, we assume that the ellipse is sub-
ject to a uniform rotation,

"(t) = "t+ "0 , (7)

and w.o.l.o.g. we choose "0 = 0. The usual
Lagrange equations of motion, (d/dt)(#L/#!̇) "

(#L/#!) = 0 give equations of motion in the
form of a nonautonomous second-order di!erential
equation.
We prefer here a Hamiltonian formulation

[Goldstein, 1980; Abraham & Marsden, 1985],
for the Melnikov analysis [Wiggins, 1990;
Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1983] to follow. Canoni-
cal momentum is defined by,

p =
#L

#!̇
= mb" +mq̇(sin2 q + b2 cos2 q) , (8)

where canonical position is the angle variable,
q % !. The Hamiltonian is derived by Legendre
transformation,

H(q, p, t)

= pq̇ " L(q, q̇, t)

=
1

2m

p2

sin2 q + b2 cos2 q
" b"p

sin2 q + b2 cos2 q

+mg[sin "t cos q + b cos "t sin q]

+
1

2

mb2"2

sin2 q + b2 cos2 q

" 1
2
m"2[cos2 q + b2 sin2 q] . (9)

From these follow the Hamiltonian equations of
motion,

dq

dt
=

p

m(sin2 q + b2 cos2 q)
" b"

sin2 q + b2 cos2 q

dp

dt
=
(b" 1)(b + 1) sin(2q)(mb" " p)2

2m(sin2 q + b2 cos2 q)2

" 1
2
m"2(1" b2) sin(2q) +mg(sin("t) sin q

" b cos("t) cos q)
(10)

3. Horseshoe Chaos by Melnikov
Function Analysis

We will show that the ETT Eqs. (10) display an em-
bedded horseshoe set, on a stroboscopic surface of
section, which is hence a chaotic set. Smale [1965]
proved that a transverse homoclinic point of a hy-
perbolic periodic point w of a Cr di!eomorphism,
r & 2, implies an embedded horseshoe. It is well
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known and straightforward to prove that a horse-
shoe is chaotic. The Melnikov function gives a mea-
sure of the distance between stable and unstable
manifolds,W s(w) andW u(w) with respect to a pa-
rameterization of these curves when this distance is
small, and hence can be used to decide the existence
of a transverse intersection [Wiggins, 1990].
We now describe the Melnikov analysis for

an autonomous Hamiltonian system of the plane
H̃(q, p), under the influence of a small time pe-
riodic perturbation g(q, p, t) = g(q, p, t + T ) for
some T > 0. The Melnikov analysis we use assumes
a dynamical system of the form,

dq

dt
=

#H̃

#p
+ $g1(q, p, t) (11)

dp

dt
= "#H̃

#q
+ $g2(q, p, t) , (12)

or ż = J · 'H̃(z) + g(z, t) where J =
%
0 1
"1 0

&
,

'H̃ = ((#H̃/#q), (#H̃/#p))t, g = (g1, g2)t, z =
(q, p)t, [Wiggins, 1990]. Furthermore, the unper-
turbed system ż = J · 'H̃(z) must have a hyper-
bolic fixed point w with a homoclinic connection
orbit, which we call z!(t), which surrounds a contin-
uous family of nested periodic orbits. Under these

assumptions, the Melnikov function,

M(t0) =
' #

"#
g(z!(t), t+ t0) ·'H̃(z!(t))dt (13)

measures distance between the stable and unstable
manifolds ofw! in the time T -stroboscopic Poincaré
section phase plane, where t0 parameterizes the un-
perturbed homoclinic orbit z!. The Melnikov func-
tion M(t0) is proportional to distance between sta-
ble and unstable manifolds of w! at z!("t0). Under
the above assumptions, the result is that existence
of a zero, (a t0 such that M(t0) = 0), which is sim-
ple, ((#M/#t)|t0 *= 0), implies that the dynamical
system Eq. (10) has a transverse homoclinic point
and hence possess an embedded horseshoe.
We will choose the square root of eccentricity,

e = $2, as the small parameter of our system in
Eqs. (10),

b =
+
1" $ . (14)

We find the following (noncanonical change of
variables) shift of the canonical position q to be
convenient,

Q = "t+ q . (15)

With these change of variables, and Taylor expand-
ing to just first-order terms in $ of Eqs. (10), we
find,

(

)))*

dQ

dt
dp

dt

+

,,,-=

(

*
p

m
"mg cos(Q)

+

-+ $

(

)))*

#
p

m
" "

$
cos2(Q" "t) +

1

2
"

1

2
mg cos("t) cos(Q" "t) +

1

2

p(p" 2"m) sin(2Q" 2"t)
m

+

,,,-+O($
2) . (16)

Hence, our autonomous vector field is,

.
p

m
, "mg cos(Q)

/t
, (17)

from the zeroth-order Hamiltonian,

H̃(Q, p) =
1

2

p2

m
+mg sin Q , (18)

which we see is equivalent to the well known full
nonlinear pendulum [Goldstein, 1980]. It is easy to
find the path of the unperturbed homoclinic orbit
through phase space to be given by the equation,

p!±(Q) = ±m
0
2g(1 " sin(Q)) . (19)

See Fig. 2. The time-periodic perturbation is,

g(Q, p, t) =
.#
p

m
" "

$
cos2(Q" "t) +

1

2
",

1

2
mg cos("t) cos(Q" "t)

+
1

2

p(p" 2"m) sin(2Q" 2"t)
m

/t
.

(20)

Considering the homoclinic connection orbit of this
autonomous system (Fig. 2), Melnikov’s method al-
lows us to consider changes to the stable and un-
stable manifolds as " and g are varied.
Substitution of 'H̃(z!) = (mg cos(Q), p!/m),

and Eq. (20) for g(z!), into the Melnikov function
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Eq. (13) gives,

M!(t0) =
' t=#

t="#

##
p!

m
" "

$
cos2(Q" "(t+ t0)) +

"

2

$
mg cos(Q)

+
#
1/2 p!g cos("(t+ t0)) cos("Q+ "(t+ t0))

+
p!2(p! " 2"m) sin(2Q" 2"(t+ t0))

2m2

$
dt. (21)

Using the homoclinic orbit Eq. (19), z!± =
(Q, p!(Q)) = (Q, ±m

1
2g(1 " sin(Q))) with a

change of variables,

dt =
dQ

Q̇
=
m

p!
dQ , (22)

on the homoclinic orbit changes limits of integration
from time integration of ", < t < , to spatial
integration "(3%/2) < Q < %/2. We define t = 0 to
correspond to a position Q = "(%/2) in the “mid-
dle” of the separatrix and at other arbitrary times
t in the integral Eq. (21), we use the substitution,

t =
' t

0
dt =

' Q
"!
2

dQ

Q̇

=
' Q
"!
2

dQ1
2g(1 " sin Q)

=
(cos Q+ sin Q" 1)

+
1 + cos Q arctanh

cos Q+ sin Q+ 1

2
+
1 + cos Q

sin Q
1
2g(1 " sinQ)

, (23)

in,

M!(t0) =
' !
2

"3!
2

'H̃(z!) · g(z!, t+ t0)
m

p!(Q)
dQ .

(24)

Fig. 2. Homoclinic orbit of zeroth-order autonomous sys-
tem, Eq. (17), due to zero eccentricity.

Melnikov integrals are generally nontrivial to eval-
uate, and we resort here to numerical evaluation.
The di#culty is due to an infinity of oscillations of
the integrand in the finite space, "3%/2 # Q # %/2,
which should be expected since the integrand is a
description of a homoclinic tangle. This particular
example allows us to perform a rigorous numeri-
cal analysis to evaluate this improper integral. A
transverse homoclinic point occurs when M!(t0)
has a simple zero. Since M!(t0) is continuous and
periodic, we consider a homoclinic bifurcation di-
agram in parameter " based on the value of the
function,

C(") = min
t0
|M!(t0)| . (25)

We conclude the existence of a simple zero for "
satisfying C(") = 0. We find that C(") = 0 for
all ", and hence we do not include here a graph of
this constant-zero graph. The conclusion however
is interesting: there exists a horseshoe for all ", for
all nonzero $.
While the Melnikov analysis is one of the few

tools available in dynamical systems theory which
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can be used to prove the existence of an embedded
horseshoe for a di!erential equation (when the un-
perturbed homoclinic orbit is available), its results
are nonetheless often over stated. Smale’s theorem
[Smale, 1965] states that a transverse homoclinic
point implies an embedded horseshoe, of the nth
iterate of the map, for some n > 0. It is not un-
common that n might be large, indicating a very
“slow chaos.” In other words, it is possible that on
short time scales, the process might seem rather
simple and ordered, and only on long time scales do
fully developed chaos become evident [Bollt, 1999].
Furthermore, a horseshoe is topologically a Cantor
set, and it is not uncommon that such sets might

have measure zero. The hope is that we have shown
chaos on a set, while perhaps a small set, which is
typical. On the other hand, in the presence of reso-
nance layers, separated by KAM-like invariant cir-
cles [Meiss, 1992], it is possible to have a layer of
highly confined chaos. Finally, our results based on
Melnikov analysis are only good for $ - 1. In the
next section, we numerically investigate such issues.

4. Poincaré Section, KAM and
Confined Chaos

We have shown in the previous section that there
is a subset of phase space on which Eq. (10)

Fig. 3. Stroboscopic Poincaré sections of ETT, Eq. (10), yielding an area preserving map with familiar KAM-like in-
variant curves with island-around-island resonance regions which separate chaotic “seas.” Shown are the parameter values
b = {0.999, 0.99, 0.9, 0.8} for fixed ! = 3.5.
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Fig. 4. The homoclinic tangle of stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed point on stroboscopic Poincaré section of ETT,
Eq. (10), for parameter values b = 0.9, 0.8 and ! = 3.5, comparable to Fig. 3.

displays horseshoe chaos. In this section, we nu-
merically study the area preserving map which is
expected of the stroboscopic Poincaré map. See
Fig. 3. We observe the expected KAM-like invariant
circles [Meiss, 1992], and the familiar path to com-
plexity due to disappearing circles as the parame-
ter b is decreased for a fixed ". Decreasing b brings
us outside of the small $ regime where the above
Melnikov analysis was valid. We also observe nu-
merically that while there may be the horseshoes
indicated by the Melnikov analysis for small $,
numerically computed homoclinic tangles due to
transverse intersection of stable and unstable man-
ifolds can be numerically confirmed for the elliptic
case which are not vanishingly small. See Fig. 4.
Consider in Fig. 3 a panel of phase portraits

for a path through parameter space of decreasing
b, b = {0.999, 0.99, 0.9, 0.8} ($ is initially small
and increases by Eq. (14)) for fixed " = 3.5. Ob-
serve that as b decreases ($ increases), a familiar
island-around-island picture emerges; there is the
typical mixed phase space of stable periodic orbits,
and quasiperiodic invariant circle “islands”, embed-
ded in a bounded Cantor-like chaotic “sea” gen-
erated by heteroclinic tangles which emerge from
various higher ordered periodicities. As invariant
circles are destroyed, more heteroclinic connections
are expected to occur between once separated reso-
nances, through the cantori partial-barriers [Meiss,
1992]. The Melnikov analysis performed in the last
section is only valid for the main resonance due

to the homoclinic connection of the fixed points
chosen. The analysis could have equally been ap-
plied to any other resonance by replacing the path
of integration in Eq. (21) from the fixed points’ ho-
moclinic connection, to that of some higher ordered
resonance.
Although $ is too large in Fig. 3 for the

Melnikov results to apply, we do numerically ob-
serve chaos, and in fact the chaotic seas between
the island-around-island resonance layers appar-
ently increase in measure with b. Our numerical
exploration indicates that such results are general
for other parameter paths. As a rule, small " or
small $ tends to correspond to a smaller chaotic sea
for those values of $ for which the above Melnikov
analysis allows chaos.
Finally in this section we display in Fig. 4 the

numerically computed homoclinic tangle of the hy-
perbolic fixed point responsible for the main con-
nected chaotic component. Compare with Fig. 3.

5. Models 1b and 1c: ETT with
Rolling Resistance and Then
Moment of Inertia

5.1. Model 1b: Elliptical tube
toy with rolling resistance

We now add friction to the basic model for
Elliptical Tube Toy (ETT). We develop the equa-
tions of motion for a bead constrained to move
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on an elliptical wire with friction. We follow the
generalized force formulation of Lagrange’s equa-
tions [Goldstein, 1980],

Qj =
d

dt

2
#T

#q̇j

3

" #T

#qj
. (26)

We define all relevant vectors in the force di-
agram Fig. 5. We assume a friction force of the
form,

Ffric = "µN
v"
.v".

, where N = |Fgrav · n̂| . (27)

In our rotating coordinate frame we have,

Fgrav = "mgĵ = "mg(sin "êx + cos "êy) , (28)
and,

n̂ =
!̇b cos !êx + !̇ sin !êy

.v".
,

where .v". =
0
!̇2(sin2 ! + b2 cos2 !) .

(29)

Therefore,

Ffric =
"µmg sgn(!̇)|b cos ! sin "+ cos " sin !|

sin2 ! + b2 cos2 !

$ (" sin !êx + b cos !êy) , (30)

and recalling that r = cos !êx + b sin !êy, the gen-
eralized friction force is,

Qfric = Ffric ·
#r

#!
= "µmg sgn(!̇)|b cos ! sin "

+ cos " sin !| . (31)

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing defining variables for a bead on

a rotating ellipse including forces, with friction.

We get the generalized force due to gravity,

Qgrav = Fgrav ·
#r

#!

= mg(sin " sin ! " b cos " cos !) . (32)

To derive kinetic energy let,

v" = !̇
#r

#!
= !̇(" sin !êx + b cos !êy)

v! = "̇r$ .
(33)

and,
Now using v = v" + v!, we find the kinetic

energy to be,

T =
1

2
mv · v

=
m

2
[(b"̇" !̇)2 sin2 ! + (b!̇ " "̇)2 cos2 !] . (34)

Hence, Lagrange’s equations, Eq. (26) gives,

!̈(sin2 ! + b2 cos2 !)" b"̈+ !̇ sin 2!(1" b2)

" 1" b
2

2
(!̇2 " "̇2) sin 2!

= g[(sin " sin ! " b cos " cos !)

"µ sgn(!̇)|b cos ! sin "+ cos " sin !] . (35)

It can be verified that that in the limit µ / 0,
we can recover the frictionless system modeled by
Eqs. (10).
The generalization of KAM-like invariant cir-

cles and other Mather sets due to area preserving
twist maps, in which a slight dissipative has been
added, is addressed by the Birko! attractor theory
[Arrowsmith & Place, 1990]. These results are nu-
merous, and we summarize a few. No more than one
rotational invariant circle can survive in the pres-
ence of even a small amount of dissipation. Also the
structurally unstable elliptic periodic points at the
centers of island chains tend to become either sta-
ble or unstable rotational sinks or sources. On the
other hand, structural stability of hyperbolic sets
[Wiggins, 1990; Arrowsmith & Place, 1990] assures
that hyperbolic saddle periodic points persist for a
range of small enough dissipation, µ < µc, and like-
wise other hyperbolic sets, such as embedded horse-
shoes due to the topology of transversal homoclinic
or heteroclinic intersection, as depicted in Fig. 4,
also persist for an open set of µ 0 ("µc, µc).
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Fig. 6. Even a small amount of dissipation destroys most invariant circles, and changes elliptic fixed points at the center of
island chains to rotational sinks or sources. These two phase portraits have small values of friction, µ = 0.001, 0.01 respectively,
and otherwise match parameter values for the slightly chaotic, almost circular track experiment shown in Fig. 3(b).

Numerically, we find that increasing dissipa-
tion destroys most invariant circles, and apparently
changes elliptic fixed points at the center of island
chains to rotational sinks or sources. See Fig. 6 for
two small values of friction µ = 0.001, 0.01, and
compare to otherwise matching parameter values
depicted in Fig. 3(b).

5.2. Elliptical tube toy ETT
with moment of inertia

In Secs. 2 and 5.1, we derived models for ETT mod-
eled as a bead on a wire, with and without friction
respectively. It is not di#cult to add the addition-
ally modeling complexity of rolling moment of in-
ertia, without dissipation. We briefly describe the
derivation here.
We now allow a and b to be the length of the

major and minor axes respectively. Consider a ball
bearing of radius r rolling in Fig. 1, in place of the
moving bead. Equation (2) is replaced with the
center of ball bearing mass position,

Pcm = (a" r) cos(!)êx + (b" r) sin(!)êy , (36)

due to an e!ectively reduced in size ellipse to one of
major and minor axes of (a" r) and (b" r), respec-
tively. Velocity is analogous to Eq. (3) and is found
by di!erentiation. The total kinetic energy has the
added rotational term, which is Trot = (I/2)"2,
where I = (2/5)mr2 is the moment of inertia for

a solid ball of mass m, and for our system, the non-
trivial new derivation is,

" =
|!̇|
0
(a" r)2 sin2 ! + (b" r) cos2 !

r
, (37)

is easily understood by modifying Eq. (33) to allow
for major and minor axes of (a"r) and (b"r), and
solving the equation "r = .v".. Now we can write
the total kinetic energy,

T = Tcm + Trot =
m

2
vcm · vcm +

I

2
"2

=
m

2
sin2 ![(a" r)!̇ + (b" r)"̇]2

+
m

2
cos2 ![(a" r)"̇+ (b" r)!̇]2

+
m

2
[(a" r)2 sin2 ! + (b" r)2 cos2 !]!̇2 , (38)

and potential energy is analogous to Eq. (5), but
due to a shortened ellipse,

U = mg[(a" r) sin " cos !

+(b" r) cos " sin !] . (39)

The Lagrangian is L = T "U , and the steps to find
equations of motion are routine.
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6. Physical Realization of ETT

We have built a cheap physical rendition of ETT,
which we describe briefly here. The elliptical tube
was routed into a sheet of wood, with a large enough
circular head router so that a teflon ball bearing can
roll freely in the track. Then we secured a piece of
plexi-glass to the open face to confine the ball to
roll in the track, and to provide easy observation.
Then we mounted the sheet of wood to a bicycle
wheel, center of the ellipse cut to exactly the size
of the wheel hub for a secure fit. Then we mounted
the wheel with wood to a plane incliner to allow
for an e!ectively adjustable gravity constant. See a
photograph of our apparatus shown in Fig. 7. The
experiment was obviously very inexpensive, espe-
cially since we used only spare parts.
We also include pictures of a few simulated runs

of the ETT with friction for comparision to the
physical experiment. In Fig. 9, we show a short
simulated run of ETT, which we see well matches
the character of the physical experiment shown in
Fig. 7. It is interesting to note that as in the
experiment, there are close recurrences which are
followed by separation. A longer run shown in

Fig. 7. Photograph of a physical model of ETT, built on
a bicycle wheel, and a mounted piece of wood in which was
routed the elliptical track. The white teflon ball shown moves
freely and chaotically within the elliptical track. This wheel
assembly is mounted on an inclining arm so that the e!ec-
tive strength of the gravity constant becomes g sin ", where
" is the angle at which the wheel is inclined from horizontal.
" = 90# is shown in this picture.

Fig. 8. Motion study photograph of a physical model of
ETT. The pink teflon ball is shown in motion by 70 layered
still shots, taken at the rate of 15 Hz. An incline of " ! 5#
was shown to control the ball velocity appropriately for the
camera used.

Fig. 9. One of the 70 stills used to create motion study in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 of the same numerical experiment, with
the same initial conditions and parameter set-
tings as in Fig. 9 reveals a signature motion typ-
ical of ETT: the ball tends to make seemingly
sudden and seemingly random changes of direc-
tion. The explanation is simple: the eye is fooled
to believe that the ball is rolling on a round
track, and that the ball will continue along the
corresponding intuitive arc, but due to the el-
lipse whose orientation is continually changing
relative to the constant gravity field, the result-
ing motion is at first surprising and nonintuitive.
We have archived a video of the experiment at:
http://mathweb.mathsci.usna.edu/faculty/bolltem/
and at the mirror site: http://www.clarkson.edu/
ẽmbollt.
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Fig. 10. A short simulated run of ETT, shown in the same
physical configuration space as the experiment, which we see
well matches the character of the physical experiment shown
in Fig. 8. It is interesting to note that as in the experiment,
there are close recurrences which are followed by separation.

7. Model 2: Bouncing Tube
Toy (BTT)

Now we derive equations of motion for a second
example model of a suspended and periodically
forced system, which we call, “Bouncing Tube Toy”,
(BTT). See Fig. 12. The following equations will
describe a ball-bearing rolling through an upright
circular track, under the influence of a periodic up-
and-down drive which e!ectively periodically alters
the magnitude, but not direction, of the gravity
force vector. Note that in this model, we do not
find that an elliptical track is a necessary ingredi-
ent for chaos.
Let R and r be the radii of the track and ball-

bearing, respectively. The track oscillates up-and-
down cosinuosoidally, y(t) according to Eq. (47).
The position and velocity of the center of the ball-
bearing are,

Pcm=(R"r) sin !î+(y"(R"r) cos !)ĵ, (40)

vcm=(R"r) cos !!̇î+(ẏ+(R"r) sin !!̇)ĵ . (41)

Hence, translational kinetic energy is,

Tcm =
m

2
[(R"r)2!̇2+2ẏ(R"r) sin !!̇+ẏ2] . (42)

The rolling kinetic energy of the bearing is,

Trot =
I

2
"2 =

m

5
(R " r)2!̇2 , (43)

since "r = (R" r)!̇ where " is the angular velocity
of a bearing of radius r inside a circle of radius R.
The moment of inertia of a solid ball is well known
to be, Iball =

2
5mr

2.
The total kinetic energy T and the potential

energy U are respectively,

T =
7

10
m(R" r)2!̇2

+m(R" r) sin !ẏ!̇ + 1
2
mẏ2 , (44)

Fig. 11. A longer run of the same numerical experiment,
with the same initial conditions and parameter settings as
in Fig. 10 reveals a signature motion typical of ETT: the
ball tends to make seemingly sudden and seemingly random
changes of direction.

Fig. 12. Schematic drawing defining variables for a ball-
bearing on a up-and-down oscillating tubular track.
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U = mg(y " cos !) , (45)

and the Lagrangian is as usual, L(!, !̇, t) =
T " U . Again the Lagrangian equations of mo-
tion can be found by the second-order equation,
(d/dt)(#L/#!̇) " (#L/#!) = 0. We are more in-
terested in the canonical variables to perform a
Melnikov analysis.
The Legendre transformation p = #L/#!̇ gives

canonical momentum, and the Hamiltonian follows
H(q, p, t) = q̇p"L(q, q̇, t) where we take canonical
position to be angle, q = !.

H(q, p, t) = "5
7

p("p+mAẏ sin q)
mA2

" 5
14

("p+mAẏ sin q)2
mA2

+
5

7

ẏ sin q("p+mAẏ sin q)
A

" 1
2
mẏ2 +mg(y " cos q) , (46)

which is nonautonomous due to the drive term,
which we will take to be the periodic function,

y(t) = B(1" cos "t) . (47)

For convenience, we have defined A = R " r. The
canonical equations of motion are

dq

dt
= Hp =

5

7

p"mAẏ sin q
mA2

,

dp

dt
= "Hq =

5

7

pẏ cos q

A

" 5
7
sin qẏ2m cos q "mg sin q .

(48)

Now to perform the Melnikov analysis de-
scribed in Sec. 3, we choose the drive amplitude B
to be the small parameter which allows use to write
the Hamiltonian equations of motion Eq. (48) in the
required Melnikov form of Eq. (11). To first-order
terms in B, Eq. (48) becomes,
(

))*

dq

dt
dp

dt

+

,,- =

(

*
5

7

p

mA2

"mg sin q

+

-

+B

(

))*
"5
7

sin q sin("t)"

A

5

7

p cos q sin("t)"

A

+

,,-+O(B
2) .

(49)

We see that the first-order terms of BTT are closely
related to the ETT expansion, in that we again
have a system which may be described as a per-
turbed nonlinear pendulum. This time, the homo-
clinic connection analogous to Eq. (17) follows the
zeroth-order vector field, and we write the gradient
of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian

'H̃(z!(t)) =
.
mg sin q,

5

7

p

mA2

/
, (50)

which is a (phase shifted by %/2) nonlinear pendu-
lum with Hamiltonian,

H̃(q, p) =
5

14

p2

mA2
"mg cos q . (51)

We have a well understood zeroth-order homo-
clinic orbit, comparable to a phase shifted equa-
tion (refhomoc) and Fig. 2,

p!±(q) = ±
mA
1
70g(1 + cos q)

5
. (52)

Considering the form of the Melnikov integral,
Eq. (13) and using the terms of the integrand H̃
and g as the zeroth- and first-order terms of expan-
sion Eq. (49), we get

M(t0) =
' t=#

t="#

25

49

"(p!)2 cos q sin "(t+ t0)

A3m

" 5
7

"mg sin2 q sin "(t+ t0)

A
dt (53)

It is easier to deal with a spatial integral on a
finite domain with a change in variables, analogous
to Eq. (22),

dt =
dq

q̇
=
7mA2

5p!
dq . (54)

We have used the zeroth-order homoclinic orbit,
Eq. (52). The time limits ", < t < , changes
to the canonical position limits on the homoclinic
orbits, "% < q < %. Choosing t = 0 to correspond
to q = 0, and other arbitrary times t can be substi-
tuted into Eq. (53) using the derivation,

t =
' t

0
dt =

' q

0

dq

q̇

=
' q

0

7A1
70g(1 + cos q)

dq

=
A
+
35

5
+
g
arcsinh

#
sin(q)

cos(q) + 1

$
(55)
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Fig. 13. Stroboscopic Poincaré sections of BTT, Eq. (48), again yielding an area preserving map displaying KAM-like
invariant curves with island-around-island resonance regions which separate chaotic “seas.” Shown are the parameter values
(m, !, R, r) = (1, 1, 1.01, 0.1), and we increase through the drive amplitude values B = {1, 5}.

With substitutions Eqs. (54) and (55), the Melnikov
integral Eq. (53) becomes,

M(t0)

=

' q=!

q=!!

"mg
+
70(3 cos2 q+2 cos q"1)1
14g(cos q+1)

$ sin

4

556

"

#
A
+
35 arcsinh

#
sin q

cos q+1

$
+5t0

+
g

$

5
+
g

7

889 dq,

(56)

which we have again integrated numerically.

Again, as in Sec. 3 in analysis of ETT, we find
that C(") = mint0 |M±(t0)| for all drive frequen-
cies ", and small amplitude B *= 0. We omit dis-
playing this uninteresting appearing constant zero
graph despite its interesting implication. We con-
clude that for any nonzero small drive amplitude B,
we expect an embedded horseshoe.
As further confirmation of the implied chaos,

we show in Fig. 13 several phase portraits of the
BTT equations (48), on the time T -stroboscopic
Poincaré section. Again we see KAM-like invariant
circles, which break-up progressively with increas-
ing parameter. Here, we increase drive amplitude
B, and observe that resonance layers of confined
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chaos become increasingly connected as invariant
circles dissappear.

8. Conclusions and Applications

In this paper, we have invented two di!erent mod-
els, ETT and BTT, which can both be easily and
cheaply built, and which display chaos due to an
easily understood mechanism, that of competition
between frequencies. We have derived equations of
motion based on classical mechanics, and then per-
formed Melnikov analysis, finding that horseshoe
chaos is the typical behavior of these systems. But
considering the confining role of KAM-like invari-
ant circles to transport in the phase plane for area
preserving mappings, we o!ered that result with
caution, since for certain parameter values it could
merely mean that there is chaos confined in a region
of phase space of trivial measure. We numerically
investigate parameter values of these systems out-
side the validity of the Melnikov analysis, and we
found that chaos is probably, and on increasingly
nontrivial regions of phase space, as the invariant
circle transport barriers are progressively destroyed.
We have investigated the role of frictional dissipa-
tion on the ETT system, and we note that the most
critical set for chaos, a homoclinic tangle, persists
under small friction.
Since these systems are easily buildable, and

o!er themselves to in depth analysis, we consider
them to be new and good pedagogical examples of
mechanical chaos. We consider them to be more.
We are currently pursuing a possible important ap-
plication for the problem of controlling chaotic os-
cillations of a crane’s cargo during a ship-to-ship
transfer of mass at sea, which is a problem of obvi-
ous naval importance, [Cranes]. The idea of control-
ling chaos is to make use of inherent extreme insta-
bility naturally built into a chaotic system, so that
small control inputs can be used to drastically al-
ter system outputs. A crane problem is essentially a
control problem in which a mass is suspended below
a support as a pendulum. The essential problem is
that “down” is the desirable position neighborhood,
for a normally operating crane. It is essentially the
nonlinear pendulum depicted in Fig. 2. To make
use of chaos control, it would be first necessary to
“chaotify” this region of phase space. Following the
lessons learned by the models of this paper, we will
pursue this by an idea of periodically forcing a sus-
pended pendulum in a track, essentially in a manner

equivalent to BTT, where the ball is now a bear-
ing acting as the suspension joint from which we
will hang a pendulum arm [Tagg]. This will re-
place a simply hung pendulum. We expect that
such a simple up-and-down forcing of a pendulum
arm, together with the circular track in which it
can respond will create a situation in which chaos
can be “turned-up” for increasing forcing. Then
chaos control can be used to stabilize the system
[Ott et al., 1990], but in a flexible, and quickly re-
sponsive manner. Deliberately engineering instabil-
ity into a system in this manner has not only proven
e!ective in chaos control [Chen & Dong, 1998], but
is the method of choice for example when building
highly agile, and adjustable military fighter aircraft.
They are built so unstable, that it takes constant
computer feedback control to maintain a straight
course, but the payback is a responsively control-
lable aircraft.
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